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AGENCY HEAD RESIGNS
Irvin D. "Pete" Parker, Administrator of
the S.C. Department of Consumer Affairs and
Consumer Advocate for South Carolina has
resigned his position to become Executive
Vice-President and General Counsel of EquiData, Inc.
Parker has held the position of
Administrator of the Department of Consumer
Affairs since September 1974 and Consumer
Advocate since that division was created in
1978 and added to the Department of Consumer
Affairs. In his resignation, Parker stated
that he had enjoyed the challenge of establishing the South Carolina Department of
Consumer Affairs and the Consumer Advocacy
division which is fully organized, staffed
and functioning effectively and efficiently,

and he feels his objectives have been accomplished .... and he is looking forward to a new
challenge in the private sector. His statement continued, "During the seven years of
its existence, the South Carolina Department
of Consumer Affairs has directly assisted
more than 12,000 citizens in resolving problems
them

in
the
market place,
and
helped
receive some $400,000 in refunds or

other adjustments. In the Advocacy area, the
division has successfully ended governmental
milk pr{ce fixing at the retail and wholesale
level, saving consumers untold millions of
dollars." Parker stressed that he is proud
of the fact that rates awarded in cases where

the Division of Consumer Advocacy has participated have been less than 70 percent of the
rates sought by the companies, a difference
of over $100 million dollars. "But," Parker
continued, "perhaps even more important in
dollars is the benefit to consumers and
business, derived from the voluntary complaint mediation efforts of the Consumer
Affairs Department."
Parker ended his
resignation statement by saying, "I leave a
highly motivated, dedicated and competent
staff, to whom all of the credit must go for
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making the Consumer Affairs agency what it
is. My sincere thanks to everyone of them
and to the Commission on Consumer Affairs for
the support so essential to a successful
endeavor." Parker was born in Manning, S.C.
and attended public school in Clarendon and
Florence counties. He enlisted in the U.S.
Air Force in 1953 and upon completion of a
four year tour of duty worked as a radio and
TV announcer and attended college and law
school. Parker holds a Bachelor of Science
degree in Business Administration from the
University of South Carolina and a law degree
(Juris Doctor) from USC, graduating in 1967.
Parker served as Assistant Attorney General
for South Carolina for five years before
entering private law practice in Columbia
with the firm of Parker and Richardson.
Equi-Data, Inc. is a South Carolina affiliate
of Old Republic International Corporation.
iHCYCLES
Remember when you were a child and you got
your first bike? Remember going "no hands"
or playing "chicken"? Sure, you fell down,
many times, but you weren't seriously hurt,
and the thrill was well worth it. But things
have changed over the years, haven't they?
Cement or asphalt instead of dirt or gravel
roads. Four lane expressways. More drivers,
more traffic and more accidents involving
automobiles and bikes.
Riding a bike in
today's world can be hazardous to your
health. Kids still love bikes . Riding is
healthful exercise and a fun experience that
youngsters should not be denied. But there
is a sobering statistic that confronts all
adults,
especially parents.
More than
400,000 people go to hospital emergency rooms
each year because of bike accidents . Twothirds of these accident victims are unde r
the age of 14. Obviously, you can't keep
young children in sight every minute. But

you can be sure that you know about bikes and
the riding problems that your children face
today. You can help them have the same fun
you had during your biking days with fewer
spills.
TRICYLCES
The Consumer Product Safety Commission
estimates that more than 12,000 persons each
year suffer injuries from tricycles serious
enough to require hospital emergency room
treatment. The major causes of these accidents are: Instability which causes a tricycle to tip over, often when the rider makes
Striking
a sharp turn or speeds up.
obstacles and colliding with other tricycles.
Inability to stop the tricycle, usually
because
tricycles
are
designed without
brakes.
Getting caught in the tricycle's
moving parts.
Collisions with cars, when
the rider loses control or rides into the
street.
Poor construction or design which
includes tricycles that break while being
used. When you buy a tricycle or supervise
your child on one, follow these suggestions.
Match the size of your child to the size of
the tricycle. If a child is too large for
the tricycle, the tricycle will be unstable.
If the child is too small, he or she may have
trouble controlling the tricycle properly.
Low-slung tricycles with seats close to the
ground offer more stability, but may make the
rider less visible if he/she goes into the
street.
For extra stability, look for
wheels that are widely spaced.
Look for
pedals and handgrips with rough surfaces or
treads that would prevent the child's hands
Check regularly
and feet from slipping.
for missing or damaged pedals and handgrips,
loose handlebars and seats, broken parts, and
other defects.
Cover any sharp edges and
protrusions with heavy, . waterproof tape.
Don't leave tricycles outdoors overnight.
Moisture can cause rust and weaken metal
parts.

rinks; structural problems with the skates·
.
1nexperience
or misuse with the skates; and'
roller skating in traffic.
The following
suggestions can help you select, use and
maintain skates safely: Buy or rent skates
that fit well. Choose shoe skates that fit a
child's present foot size, not a pair he or
she will grow into. - Carefully run your
hand over metal parts (except ice skate
blades) to check for sharp edges and points
that can cut in case of a fall.
Children
should learn to perform basic skating maneuvers well before attempting more complicated
or "trick" moves.
- Skaters should check
the skating surface carefully before and
while skating. Roller skaters should avoid
uneven or broken cement and branches, gravel
and rocks in the skating path. On outdoor
ice rinks and ponds, skaters should be alert
for rough or thin ice.
Skaters should
wear close-fitting clothing that covers
shoulders, elbows and knees.
Roller
skaters should never skate in the streets.
Wearing safety equipment, such as protective
knee and elbow pads, is a good idea when
roller skating. Other equipment can include
wrist braces, helmets and mouthguards. The
latter may prevent knocked-out or broken
teeth.
Outdoor roller skaters should, if
they fall, try to land on the grass or other
nearby shock absorbing surfaces.
Ice
skaters should obey "No Skating" signs on
ponds, and avoid skating on outdoor ponds
that may not be solidly frozen.
To
prevent injuries, beginning ice skaters with
weak ankles may want to tape their ankles
until they are stronger. Specific exercises
can strengthen muscles around the ankle
before skating.
Skaters should learn how
to fall in case of an accident. The idea is
to roll onto fleshy parts of the body, such
as the buttocks and upper legs, rather than
land on more fragile areas. Although it may
be difficult, skaters should try to relax,
rather than stiffening, when they fall.
SKATEBOARDS

ROLLER SKATES AND ICE SKATES
More than 175,000 persons each year require
hospital emergency room treatment for injuries suffered while skating. Roller skating accidents are responsible for over 75% of
these injuries.
A major cause of these
accidents is poor skating surfaces.
For
roller skating, this includes cracked or
uneven cement sidewalks, or obstacles such as
rocks and branches. For ice skating, common
problems include rough ice, and grass or
gravel on outdoor surfaces.
Some other
accidents are caused by crowded skating

An estimated 45,000 persons needed hospital
emergency room treatment last year for injuries with skateboards.
The Consumer
Product Safety Commission has received many
reports of deaths due to collisions with cars
and from falls. Several factors - lack of
protective equipment, poor board maintenance
and riding surface, not enough practice - are
involved in these accidents.
Skateboard
riding also requires good balance and body
control.
Young skateboarders must develop
the necessary balance and skill to be able to
react quickly enough to prevent injury. A

special study of skateboard accidents conducted by the CPSC revealed that almost half
the injuries were to youngsters 10 to 14
years of age.

MINI-BIKES/MINI-CYCLES
The major causes of injuries from twowheeled gasoline powered mini -bikes and
mini-cycles are loss of control from excessive
speeds,
inexperience
with
the
vehicle, skids, and stunting. - Collisions
with objects and with other riders. - Poor
riding conditions such as uneven terrain,
bumps, holes, wet grass and leaves, wet
pavement and loose gravel. - Contact with
parts. Unguarded chain sprockets can catch
clothing, toes , and fingers. Sharp edges and
loose or protruding parts, such as on kickstands or pedals, can cut or gouge.
Mechanical and structural problems that
include brake failure, poorly located controls and exhaust pipes, throttles that
stick, instability, chain breakage, and other
loose, missing, or broken parts.

the rider's hands. Look for built-in-safety
features, such as shielded exhaust systems,
chain and sprocket guards, sturdy shock
absorbers, and two-wheeled braking systems.
Check the bike or cycle for sharp edges by
carefully running your hand along fenders and
other metal parts. Don't buy one with sharp
edges.
On an older vehicle, cover sharp
edges with heavy, waterproof tape.
TRICYCLE SAFE RIDING HABITS
Teach children safe riding habits, then
check on them frequently.
Never let your
child ride in or into the street, or in busy
parking lots. - Caution your child against
riding double, which increases instability.
Try to teach your child that riding down
hills is dangerous. A tricycle can pick up
so much speed that it becomes almost impossible to control and difficult to stop. Teach your child to avoid sharp turns to make
all turns at low speed, and not to ride down
steps or over curbs. Advise your child to
keep hands and feet away from moving spokes.
HOW TO FALL OFF A SKATEBOARD

USING A BIKE
Adjust the seat and handlebars to fit the
child. Don't let a child ride while wearing
a long coat or scarf. Such items can catch
in wheels, chain or pedals. Get the child a
leg clip to prevent pants legs from getting
trapped in the chain.
If night riding is
necessary, i n addition to the required reflectors, atta ch high quality front (white)
and rear ( r ed) lights to the bicycle. Attach
reflective tape to the child's clothes.
Teach the child the rules of the road.

Learn how to fall in case of an accident.
It may reduce your chances of being seriously
injured.
If you are losing your balance,
crouch down on the skateboard so that you
will not have so far to fall. In a fall, its
safer to land on the fleshy parts of your
body. If you fall, try to roll rather than
absorb the force with your arms. Even though
it may be difficult during a fall, try to
relax your body rather than go stiff.

MINI-BIKE/CYCLE SELECTION

MINI-BIKE/CYCLE MAINTENANCE

Parents should purchase a bike or cycle
that is capable only of reasonable speeds
depending on the age and experience of the
rider and the terrain upon which it is to be
ridden.
Insist upon knowing the vehicle's
maximum speed before you buy.
Don't be
confused by engine capacities (cc's) because
the gear ratios as well as the engine size
determine the maximum speed of the cycle or
bike.
For the younger, less experienced
rider, select a bike/ cycle that has a top
speed no greater than 25 mph.
Look for
exhaust pipes that are not exposed to the
legs of drivers and could cause burns.
Brakes should be easy to use and reach, and
brake levers should be the proper size for

Care should be taken when filling the gas
tank! Either fill it before riding or turn
off the motor and wait until the engine
cools. Fill it outdoors! Never fill the gas
tank near a utility room or near any ignition
source. A pilot light from a water heater
can cause an explosion of gas vapors.
Periodically lubricate and clean moving
parts, tighten loose bolts, nuts, clamps and
levers, and check fuel hoses for leaks.
Repair a mini -bike or mini -cycle promptly.
Replace lost or broken parts, particularly
chain links and guards.
Have a qualified
mechanic adjust brakes, wheel bearings,
engine throttle, chain tensions, and other
components.

COMMON SKATEBOARD HAZARDS
Irregularities in the riding surfaces
account for one-third of the skateboarding
injuries due to falls. A wise skateboarder
knows the area where he or she will be riding
and checks it out for holes, bumps, rocks and
any debris before riding. Skateboard parks
and other areas set aside especially for
skateboarding generally have smoother riding
surfaces.

include toys and a variety of wheeled and
sports equipment and suggest how to avoid the
hazards. These two newsletters devoted to
the subject are intended to be an overview of
safety concerns, not an in-depth analysis of
these products. But in most cases the tips
and suggestions listed here may be enough to
minimize the hazards, and to maximize your
awareness and stimulate your own good judge-
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ADDENDA
The next two issues of our newsletter are
aimed at adults who are concerned about
children,
parents,
expectant
parents,
teachers, day · care workers, people who find
themselves in one way or another responsible
for the care and safety of young people.
Growing up is a learning experience that
doesn't end at some predetermined time. It
is a continuous experience, one that should
ultimately lead to maturity and good judgement. The problem with learning experiences
is that some experiences are painful. Some
are fatal, or result in prolonged disability.
There is no way we can eliminate all accidents from a child's experience.
What we
must attempt to do is to m1n1m1ze the
seriousness of the accidents he or she will
have and to eliminate, as much as possible,
those conditions that might lead to fatality.
The next two issues of this newletter concern
some of the products commonly encountered by
children that research by the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission has shown to be the
most hazardous to their safety. The products
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